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Need help with Duct Silencers?
Did you know that Vibro-Acoustics has Free application review and Engineering lay-in services?

Contact Tom House at (216) 431-5088 or Dave Kern at (614) 294-4822 for more information
____________________________________________________________________________

IV-50 EC High Induction Centrifugal Jet fan for Parking Garages
The SystemAir IV-50 EC optimizes traditional ventilation systems to more effectively reduce CO levels in
garages and achieve ASHRAE 62.1.
The IV-50 EC is the industry’s highest performing, lowest profile Centrifugal Induction Jet Fan available in the
market. Utilizing the combined performance factors of airflow, induction, thrust and throw, the IV-50 EC
optimizes traditional ventilation system to more effectively reduce CO levels in the most energy efficient
manner.
*315 CFM
*51 N Thrust
*EC Driven
*10.2” Profile
SystemAir Mfg. In. certifies that the IV series shown
herein is licensed to bear the AMCA seal. The
ratings shown are based on tests and procedures
performed in accordance with AMCA Publication
211 and AMCA Publications 311 and comply with
the requirement so of the AMCA certified Ratings
Program.

Made in America

Need controlled draft and supply air?
The RM Manifold Group consists of:
US Draft Co.
Pioneering technology for the chimney and
venting industry

LaundryFab and LFSystems
Laundry exhaust and supply air for
Multi-family high rise systems and stairwell
pressureization

KW USA
Chimney fans and
accessories

___________________________________________________________________________________

What is a FabricAir VarioDuct?
The solution to both Heating & Cooling with Fabric Duct.

The FabricAir® VarioDuct™ features an internal membrane to separate the two airflows for heating and/or
cooling purposes. This membrane is kept in place by the static pressure, thus does not flutter, providing the
perfect airflow for each purpose; heating or cooling.
Connection between damper and membrane is one zipper away – fast and easy! The membrane solution is available
for any length of round duct incl. horizontal bends and concentric transitions. The color of the damper can be
matched to the fabric.
The damper is operated manually or automatically with a motorized actuator, allowing the membrane to switch
positions. The damper can be controlled using a simple room sensor or via the building’s BMS system.

Just how long have Titus Grilles been around?

Titus started in 1941. The above photo is their engineering Department in 1965, in Waterloo Iowa.

A long time!
Here are Just a few
1948- 23RL Grille
1956-TMA (TMR) Diffuser
1956-TMS Diffuser
1958-CT Linear
1958-TDC Diffuser
1962- ML-ModuLinear
1975-ESV VAV Box
1978-Titus II Controller
1989-Omni Diffuser
1993-Flowbar
2013-Alpha Controller
2021-ZEC Verasys Controller

Need a replacement for old, worn out Moduline VAV diffusers?
Use the Young Regulator 9100 IF, along with a pressure regulating zone damper
Features include:
Stand-alone zoning
Digital wall stat
Individual temperature control
Made in Cleveland OH, USA!
Contact your Mussun Representative for details

Indeeco Invizatherm
Radiant Heat without the glow!
Ideal for restaurants, patios, tennis clubs, and any outdoor areas.
Ask your Mussun Rep for details on this very popular product!

PDH HOURS
Mussun Sales posts upcoming webinars on our Events section of our website.
Be sure to check out topics which qualify for PDH Hours.
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